Quimby Picks Varsity Squad Last Night

The Clason Key, originated last year by the now-venerable Mr. Curtis, was again the focus of the Saturday morning meeting for the second and final time.

By Margaret Bennett '39

More than a hundred mothers are expected for this second annual meeting of the Clason Key, an organization of mothers and former mothers of Bates alumni. The meeting will be held in the Sociology Hall at 2:30 p.m.

The meeting will include a discussion of the activities of the Clason Key, the work of the Bates Boosters, and the work of the Bates Boosters. The meeting will also include a presentation of the new Clason Key magazine, which will be published annually.

New Brunwick To Be Opponent

U. S. Policy Of Isolation Will Be Topic Of Debate

By Paul Stewart '38

The next debate will be held in Bates Hall on Monday, November 16, at 7:30 p.m. The topic of the debate will be "The United States' Policy of Isolation Will Be Topic Of Debate".

The debaters will be Paul Stewart '38 for the affirmative and Howard Becker '38 for the negative. The debate will be moderated by Professor Bertocci, a professor of philosophy at Bates College.

Economic Pressure Cause Of Far Eastern Warfare

This is the second and final article by the special Japanese student on the subject of Far Eastern warfare.

The Japanese are trying to build up their military power in the region in order to gain control of the resources of that area. The Japanese are also trying to gain control of the resources of the United States, which is their main economic power.

Far Eastern warfare is expected to increase as the Japanese try to gain control of the resources of the United States. The Japanese are also trying to gain control of the resources of the United States by building up their military power in the region.

Herbert Whitney To Play At Cabaret

The Clason Key magazine has been scheduled to provide the debate, "The United States' Policy Of Isolation Will Be Topic Of Debate".

The debate will be moderated by Professor Bertocci, a professor of philosophy at Bates College.
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The student body, through the "Student," expresses enormous sympathy to Mrs. Mildred Chils, secretary to Pae Gray, on her recent bereavement.

The Broken Records

The fact that victories were registered by freshman and vary cross-country and football teams in one week end in itself is a record; the fact that the sophomore varsity cross-country meet resulted in a clean sweep of the prizes is a record; the fact that the freshman football team meets on the present date is also a record; the fact that freshmen were able so to officiate at their games is a record; the fact that three years ago such was part of the insignificance of last week end.

No doubt many were surprised at Bates teams streaming through a perfect week end, spiritually speaking, but few were more surprised at the fact that the varsity football team, did no expediency, did no expedience.

Helen Dickinson '38; Society, Margaret Dickson '38; University, and for seventeen years, and sponsor of the linotype ma-

The new class is of the opinion that the period of the 4-1 preference for a Phi Beta Kappa honor will be conserved and protected. The community of mortality among students is that which makes the American people, who believe that we must hold to the belief of immortality. It is a
to 1892, Republican candidate for the city of a difficult position those who stand and the interests of the people.

... symbolic of immortality... It is not for him to accept the death dispassionately; how that death will be conserved and protected. The community of mortality among students is that which makes the American people, who believe that we must hold to the belief of immortality. It is a
to 1892, Republican candidate for the city of a difficult position those who stand and the interests of the people.

Dr. Storm Reports Leprosy In Arabah

Dr. Storm reports that leprosy is spreading rapidly in Arabah, a region known for its harsh deserts and rugged terrain. The disease, which is caused by Mycobacterium leprae, is typically characterized by slow progression and long periods of latency. However, in Arabah, the condition appears to be spreading at an alarming rate, with cases reported in several villages over the past year.

The rapid spread of leprosy in Arabah is a worrying development, as the region lacks the necessary healthcare facilities to handle a large outbreak. Authorities are now calling for increased medical intervention and public awareness campaigns to help control the spread of the disease. Meanwhile, affected communities are urged to seek medical attention promptly to avoid the long-term complications of leprosy.

Cat Calls

As the sun sets over the bustling city, the urban landscape transforms into a symphony of sounds. The chirping of crickets, the gentle rustle of leaves, and the distant hum of traffic all merge into a tapestry of nature's交响曲. Amidst this cacophony, a new voice emerges — the distinctive meow of feral cats. Their calls, long and低沉, reverberate through the streets, reaching a crescendo that echoes off the concrete walls. This nightly ritual, though seemingly mundane, holds a profound significance in the fabric of urban life.

In Case You Haven't Heard

A New Jersey man has grown a new American potato that tastes like potato chips. The potato, which is the result of an experiment by the American solitude, is said to have a high starch content and a low moisture level, making it ideal for making a point of potato chips. The potato chip industry in the United States is a $4 billion business.

Much Ado About Campus

Musical Mix-Up

There are two long Boletinesians who would rather waltz, regarding the recent oral polio test "Smoken," than the "Beolton," because that particular corned-beef sandwich victory — the result being that the judges did not accept his entry in the contest. But he is well and spirits, evoked by the gridiron Saturday, many find it difficult to keep to the original words of the victory song.

It was discovered that not every contest is limited to our own campus. One interesting situation is the contest conducted by the Southern California Baptist College, San Diego. This contest is limited to all colleges in the state and the winners are announced at the annual meeting of the Southern California Baptist College.

Trade Suppression Principle Cause Of Far East War

United tries again now

Ever- lengthening war talk rests upon what is regarded as the most formidable threat to world peace — the Japanese. The war at its height is expected to last for another year and a half. The Japanese are said to be planning a major offensive in the Far East. The United States is preparing for a long war with Japan, and is already building up its military forces.
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Bobcat Ready To Claw Bowdoin Polar Bear Saturday

Emily Kaplan

The Bodes will be the first taste of the Bates football schedule for the fall.

Reedy To Claw Bowdoin Polar Bear Saturday

Emily Kaplan

The Bobcats will be the first taste of the Bates football schedule for the fall.

SPORT SHOTS

By Dunn 1st 20.

Champions ??

The champion football teams of last season are due to meet this Saturday.
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A lot of smokers have found that Chesterfields have a taste they like. They've found out for themselves that Chesterfields are Milder. You can prove for yourself that Chesterfields SATISFY.

...they'll give you MORE PLEASURE.

Do you have a friend who smokes Chesterfields? Tell him what you've found. When he does, Both of you will enjoy the satisfaction of knowing that you both smoke Milder Chesterfields.